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The same syllable rak explains Malay sorak, Khmer
srek and Jarai kraih, all of which mean " to cry." The
peacock, of which the shrill cry is heard before that ol:
the cock is the bird that cries rak. In Sanskrit a name
oF peacock is maruka which is formed after the. Austro-
Asiatic word, if one accepts the equivalence a=# of which
I have already given examples in a previous article
(B. S. L. XXIV, p. 120).
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Besides maruka- another name of peacock in Sanskrit
is mayuka mentioned in the supplement of the
dictionary of Hemacandra. The change of the first into
the second of these forms can be easily explained in
the A ustro-Asiatic languages. It is thus that we have in
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Malay mera/f-, Cam moriah, and Jarai miyah for the adjective
"red."	' -
Maynka and m'ayura, which have the same meaning
are so much similar to each other that nobody is justified,
in separating them. Moreover, one feels tempted to
think of their relationship because -ka and -ra are regular
suffixes in Indo-Aryan, But how has one passed
from the one form to the other ? The Vedic language,
learned and aristocratic, has transposed the popular word,
and images to a higher plane ; it is just the cause of its
obscurity and prestige. Mayuka- borrowed from the abori-
ginal tribes was of too humble an origin to be used in the
Vedic hymns for the most noble bird. Was it possible to
change the termination ? Mayuka- had the appearance of
being formed from mayft + ka-^ In substituting -&a by -ra
an unexpected and consequently less popular aspect was
1 The Indo-Aryans were accustomed to this kind of arbitrary
analysis. The word, snra— 'god,' for instance, has been-created in an
unjustified manner by isolating the initial a from asura-

